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    This paper aims to expound calligraphic aesthetics thoughts of Deng Yizhe，who 
was one of the great aesthetician and art historian by the early 20th century. Starting 
from its cultural context, through its associated aesthetic works, especially on the 
《appreciation of calligraphy》discusses the construction of calligraphy aesthetic 
system, it focuses on the calligraphy mood that as well as his unique contribution in 
terms of methodology. 
  The thesis is divided into three parts to discuss Deng’s Calligraphy Aesthetics: 
    The first part "Integration of time background and personal experiences." by 
analyzing time background and his life experience, we would like to discuss how the 
collision turbulent era of eastern and western thoughts led to the birth of its aesthetics. 
and the influence of Chinese tradition and western culture, have laid a solid 
foundation on his western theoretical interpretation of Chinese traditional calligraphy 
aesthetics . 
    The second part, "Deng Yizhe’s Calligraphy Aesthetic System Overview." 
section one combing the development process of chinese classical aesthetics of 
calligraphy, revealing classical aesthetics " calligraphic pictures of the heart",which is 
the concept of art ontology. section two mainly analyse 《appreciation of calligraphy》, 
i think Deng Yizhe’s aesthetics thoughts was bsaed on Croce's performance theory 
and China 's traditional thoughts of soul.and has come to the following 
conclusion:calligraphy has artistic beauty,and it is the expression of heart. section 
three discuss Deng Yizhe’s artistic conception of calligraphy , we think Deng Yizhe 
construct a logical fulcrum mood calligraphy aesthetic system. 
    The third part is "the unique contribution of DengYizhe’s calligraphy aesthetics," 
we will focus on Deng Yizhe’s artistic conception of calligraphy and his creative 
research methods. 
 



















































































胡经之发见 20 世纪 20 年代是中国现代美学的第一个高潮期，朱光潜、宗白华、
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第一章  时代背景与生命历程 
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